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Abstract—Automatically changing the expression and physical
features of a face from an input image is a topic that has been
traditionally tackled in a 2D domain. In this paper, we bring
this problem to 3D and propose a framework that given an
input RGB video of a human face under a neutral expression,
initially computes his/her 3D shape and then performs a transfer
to a new and potentially non-observed expression. For this
purpose, we parameterize the rest shape –obtained from standard
factorization approaches over the input video– using a triangular
mesh which is further clustered into larger macro-segments. The
expression transfer problem is then posed as a direct mapping
between this shape and a source shape, such as the blend shapes
of an off-the-shelf 3D dataset of human facial expressions. The
mapping is resolved to be geometrically consistent between 3D
models by requiring points in specific regions to map on semantic
equivalent regions. We validate the approach on several synthetic
and real examples of input faces that largely differ from the
source shapes, yielding very realistic expression transfers even in
cases with topology changes, such as a synthetic video sequence
of a single-eyed cyclops.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The acquisition of time-varying 3D face models has become
an increasingly popular technology for transferring real human
deformations to virtual avatars in movies and video games.
Early motion capture systems were based on markers placed
over the face which could capture sparse representations. However, besides being intrusive, these methods could not acquire
accurate dense reconstructions, and as a consequence, small
details of subtle gestures are not recovered. Very recently,
dense face expression transfer has been addressed from a Deep
Learning (DL) perspective, by learning 2D-to-2D mappings
from large amounts of training images [1], [2].
In this paper, we move beyond these approaches and provide
a solution to densely transfer face expressions in the 3D
domain, which exploits the potential of the so-called structurefrom-motion algorithms and does not require training data at
all nor placing markers on the actor’s face. More specifically,
given an input RGB video of a person under a neutral or
changing expression, we first leverage on a standard structure
from motion framework to estimate his/her 3D face shape. On
the other hand, we assume a 3D source expression is provided
for transferring, given a low-rank 3D dataset of expressions,
composed by a rest shape and a number of blending shapes
under specific expressions for synthetic validation, or by
means of real-world facial expressions from a video. We then
develop an approach to map the initial 3D shape of our actor’s
face to the shape at rest of the source actor. This 3D-to3D mapping requires addressing several challenges, including
different topologies, different mesh resolutions and noise in

the input shape. We tackle these challenges by identifying
common semantic regions into the input and target faces and
locally solving the mapping for each of these regions. Once
this mapping is resolved we are then able to transfer a wide
spectrum of 3D expressions to the input actor’s face. See the
overview of the approach in Fig. 1.
We extensively evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness
of our pipeline on a wide number of synthetic and real
examples, even considering cases with large topology changes
between the input and the source shapes. For instance, we
show that the expressions of our low-rank 3D dataset can be
transferred to a single-eyed face of a cyclops.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Facial performance capture has been extensively studied
during the past years [3] [4] [5]. The most standard approach
to address this problem is the use of facial markers [6] or
light patterns [7] to simplify the tracking process. Besides
being intrusive, the sparsity of the methods prevents the
capture of high deformation details like expression wrinkles
and skin folds. Otherwise, markerless approaches present a
non-intrusive alternative, but tracking may fail due to fast
motion or complex deformations. This type of methods includes linear [8], or multilinear [9], [10] models, multiviewstereo solutions [11], [12], and techniques based on RGB-D
data [13], [14]. Most previous approaches have been focused
on recovering a small set of parameters, and consequently,
they are not suitable to retrieve detailed face deformations.
Impressive results have been achieved in dense 2D-to-2D
facial expression transfer [14], [15], and 3D-to-3D [16]. In
this context, DL approaches have been firstly introduced in
this area [17] with prominent image-to-image results. Very
recently, a 2D-to-3D approach shows striking results [18], but
due to the nature of the formulation, it is unable to retrieve
fine-details, and its applicability is limited to the expressions
lying in a linear shape subspace with known rank. We solve
previous limitations, by removing the need for expression and
the identification of a large amount of training data.
III. O UR A PPROACH
Let us consider a set of b 3D expressions together with
their corresponding shape at rest. An arbitrary face shape is
made of p 3D points, represented by the matrix SS (α) =
[s1 , . . ., si , . . ., sp ], where the i-th column includes the 3D coordinates for the point si ∈ R3 . The parameter α = {0, . . . , b}
denotes a basis index, being α = 0 for the shape at rest.
This geometric representation can also be described by using

Fig. 1: Overview of our expression-transfer approach. Our approach consists of three stages: video to 3D shape with
landmarks, mapping, and finally an expression transfer with smoothing. In the first stage (see the left part in the picture), a 3D
shape from the optical flow is computed by rigid factorization, where overreacted measurements can be automatically removed
to guarantee convergence, and a reference frame is selected. After that, we perform a sub-region mapping stage (represented in
the middle), considering both resting target and the corresponding source face. In both cases, the shape is split into subregions
to define a 3D-to-3D mapping between surfaces, and fitting the model. Finally, we perform the expression transfer stage (see
right part) where the 3D configuration of a specific expression is transferred from the 3D source to the 3D target face model.
a mesh of T triangular patches, where each vertex corresponds
to a 3D surface point. In a similar manner, we can define now a
target face shape composed of n 3D points, represented by the
matrix ST (α) = [s1 , . . ., si , . . ., sn ], which can be discretized
into R triangular elements. Again, the parameter α can take a
value from 0 to b, booking the entry of 0 to denote our input
estimation.
In this paper, given a monocular video of a potentially
non-rigid face, our goal is to estimate its 3D reconstruction
in a specific and non-observed expression. Without loss of
generality, we consider initially the specific expression is
included in the source actor expression set, and its selection
is assumed to be known. In addition, our approach can be
also applied for on-line estimation, where an arbitrary facial
expression of a source avatar is acquired and then transferred
to our estimated 3D target model. The challenge of this work
is to automatically estimate the 2D-to-3D mapping between
the observed face acquired in the video, and the target face
with a specific expression without requiring any training data
at all to constrain the solution, nor the specification of a predefined shape basis to project the solution. It is worth pointing
out that our expression-transfer algorithm can even work when
the resolution of both shapes SS (α) and ST (α) are different,
i.e., when the number of points and triangular faces differs.
To this end, we propose an efficient algorithm which works
in a three consecutive stages: an extended structure-frommotion stage, to obtain a 3D estimation from 2D that considers
both sparse and dense solutions; a stage to establish the
mapping between the target and the source shape; and finally,
an expression-transfer stage that allows recovering the 3D
estimation with a specific expression. A summary of our
approach is shown in Fig. 1. Next, we explain in deeper every
stage of our approach.

IV. F ROM RGB VIDEO TO 3D M ODEL
In the first stage, our goal is to recover a 3D shape model
solely from a monocular video. A priori, no information about
the video is assumed and hence the observed face could
potentially undergo non-rigid motions. In the last decade,
this problem has been addressed by non-rigid structure from
motion approaches [19], [20], [21], showing accurate results
even with incomplete 2D point tracks. However, our approach
only requires a 3D model or rest shape, rather than knowing
a 3D shape per image frame, which can be easily computed
by rigid structure from motion techniques [22].
In order to automatically retrieve the 3D model, we first
obtain a sparse collection F of 68 landmarks by applying
OpenFace [23] over the monocular video. These observations
are then used to find the image frames where the neutral
expressions appear, assigning the most neutral expression as
the reference frame. To this end, we perform a Procrustes
analysis of every frame against a 2D model extracted from
our source SS (0) and determining which frames are neutral
in terms of deformation or those that are overreacted and may
make the process fail. We select those with an error lower than
a threshold and discard those with a larger value, taking the
frame as the one with the lowest error. Finding this frame is a
key factor in our approach, since over this frame we compute a
facial mask, and establish a reference to estimate optical flow.
After that, we apply state-of-the-art dense optical flow [24]
to obtain 2D trajectories in the monocular video, collecting all
observations in the measurement matrix W ∈ R2f ×n , where
f is the number of frames and n the number of points. Finally,
we have to infer a 3D model from the measurement matrix W.
In general terms, we could apply recent works on non-rigid
reconstruction and exploit the estimated time-varying shape to
compute a mean shape. However, these algorithms can become

computationally demanding for dense scenarios. To solve this
limitation, we rely on rigid [22] approaches, since it is wellknown the 3D estimation these methods produce is accurate
enough when the motion is rigid dominant, as it is the case for
face acquisition. We have observed experimentally the mean
shape by applying rigid factorization is roughly the same as
that estimated with non-rigid approaches, showing robustness
on the estimations.
For later computations, we also obtain the point connectivity
over the 2D reference frame, where the connection is easily
defined, by means of a Delaunay triangulation [25]. For
simplicity, we have used the Delaunay triangulation, although
we could take advantage of having an estimation of the 3D
rest shape and easily use alternative connectivity algorithms.
V. M APPING FUNCTION
In the second stage, our goal is to establish a mapping
function between the source and target models, respectively.
Recall that this problem is not direct since the number of
points and triangles to define every shape can be different.
To establish a correspondence, we divide every face shape
by means of 101 pieces (some pieces can be seen in Fig. 1),
grouping the points with a similar topology. These pieces are
defined by T (F) where T denotes a super-triangular piece
defined by three points of F. Doing this, we can simplify
the process of comparing faces of different topologies (races,
genders, etc.) whose geometric information is also different.
Our model M is unsupervised and is able to classify each
point on the 3D mesh to their corresponding subregion. A
second classification step includes an iterative KNN to correct
all the points that cannot be labeled in the first step. The
iterative KNN labels the dissident points according to the
values of their direct neighbors, but to prevent the shape
change in the groups, we do not label a point if it has not at
least K direct neighbors assigned. With this condition, we will
iterate until enough reliable information is available to label
the points. Lastly, we define the mapping model in which we
estimate the point correspondence between the two geometries
by generalized barycentric parametrization techniques.
Point subregion classification. Our model is a parametric
mapping function defined by:
M : SS (P) 7→ ST (P),

(1)

where P represents a shape parametrization, and SS (P) is
known for the full set of P, while ST (P) is only known at
the rest parametrization ST (0).
We compute the 2D projection over the XY plane of the 3D
points ST (0) and the triangles T (F). Then, we test for all the
possible pieces T (F) and all the points in SS (0), if a point
vti ∈ ST (0) lies in any triangle. To find out if vti lies in the
triangle T (F j ) we define an inside-outside function which is
defined as:

1, if N((tn+1
− tnj ) × (vti − tnj )) ≥ 0
i n
j
µ(vt , tj ) =
, (2)
0, otherwise
where t0j , t1j and t2j represent the vertices of the triangle T (F j ),
and N is the corresponding normal vector.

If the sum of the function µ(vti , tnj ) for every pair of vertices
of the triangle is equal to 3, the point vti lies inside the triangle
T (F j ) and can be defined by barycentric coordinates. Finally,
we have a set of point labels to one of the 101 different patches
and its corresponding barycentric coordinates ΛT . We do the
same proceeding with triangular elements on the template ΛS .
In this case, an element can belong to more than one subregion,
for example, if a triangle has each of its vertices on different
subregions the triangle will belong to all these regions, so by
its geometry, it can belong to three subregions.
Due to the precision of computation, we need to correct
some points which remain unassigned. We resolve this ambiguity with an iterative clustering process using K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN), in which we assign to every unassigned
point the most plausible value rely upon their KNN. It must
be iterative due to the configuration of the clusters which
are triangles instead of ellipses. So for each iteration of the
KNN, we just assign a point if at least it has K labeled direct
neighbors. If not, the point remains unassigned until enough
reliable information is available, thus the triangular shape of
the clusters remains intact.
Model Fitting. In addition to subregion parametrization of
3D points, we can achieve a finer definition over a smaller
element of SS (0). Let CS be the set of all the elements
of SS (0) where ckS represents a single element of CS . By
the previous step, we can know that an element belongs to
a subregion (or more), so ckS ∈ T (F| ). As we mentioned
previously, we can represent the 3D point in barycentric
coordinates, so now we have λit ≡ vti . If we project the point
vti over each plane CS (F| ) we minimize the distance of the
point over the plane projection d = N(vi − tnj ), subject to the
condition that the projection lies in the triangle (vis ∈ ckS ).
The previous parametrization of the point allows approxik
mating it to the parametric solution, TF| and TCT encode the
i
k
edges of the triangles T (F ) and CT , respectively:
TF|

k
CT

T

j
tx0 − tjx2
= tjy0 − tjy2
tjz0 − tjz2


tjx1 − tjx2
tjy1 − tjy2  ,
tjz1 − tjz2

(3)

 k
cx0 − ckx2

= cky0 − cky2
ckz0 − ckz2


ckx1 − ckx2
cky1 − cky2  .
ckz1 − ckz2

(4)

Now, with Eq. (5) we can map any point from the target
geometry ST (0) to a point in SS (0) represented in barycentric coordinates. We can see that this is not a one-to-one
correspondence mapping, so it is a favorable circumstance
of our method that works well with meshes with a different
number of vertices or faces. ε(TF| ) represents the deformation
of the triangle formed with landmarks F| on SS to adapt the
geometry of the equivalent triangle in ST , and it is defined as
ε(TF| ) = TF| − Ttp
F| .
Barycentric coordinates are also very useful to compute a
vector impact over a point inside a triangle when information
is only available at the vertices, as in our case. So we can

take advantage of the current parametrization and obtain the
displacement vector at the exact point:
0

M : vsi = ((TCSk (ε(TF| )−1 (vti − t3 )) + ck3 ) + d)(−N), (5)
M−1 : vti = (ε(TF| )(T−1
(d0i (N) − ck3 − d)) + t3 ).
Ck

(6)

Surprise

Kiss

Pain

Angry

Sing

Smile

Sad

ē3D

Seq3 [26]
Mocap [21]
Ogre [27]
Face [26]

7.81
6.30
6.55
7.01

2.50
2.53
2.93
4.56

6.32
3.79
3.82
5.32

1.21
1.43
1.20
4.42

3.82
2.80
5.30
4.92

3.28
2.46
2.46
5.03

1.76
1.42
1.27
4.40

3.81
2.96
3.36
5.09

ē3D

6.92

3.13

4.81

2.07

4.21

3.31

2.21

3.81

Dataset

S

VI. E XPRESSION T RANSFER AND S MOOTHING
Expression Transfer. Once the vectors are computed, they
can be transferred as a point using the inverse parametrization
model described in Eq. (6). This mapping function allows
returning the computed vectors to the initial target geometry
i
ST (0). So a point vR
∈ ST (Pb ) can be computed as the
addition of the mapped vector di to the initial point in ST (0):
vti (Pb ) = vti (0) + di (Pb ) .

(7)

Smoothing energy. The central thought of the smoothing
process is to provide smooth 3D expressions without missing
detail. Given a transferred expression ST (α), the objective
is to obtain a smoothed SST (α) preserving as much detail as
possible. The smoothing energy presented in Eq. (8) makes
use of a specified data smoothing model (Total Variation) and
a Gaussian connectivity weight over the expression vectors:
E=

L
X
l=1

1 XX
kst (α)i − st (α)j k2 .
ωl ωd

(8)

i∈V j∈Nl

Our approach minimizes for every point in the region of
interest ST (α), the distance regarding their neighbors using a
Gaussian weighed Total Variation approach. The peculiarity of
our smoothing functional is the use of a Gaussian weight over
the l level neighbors (ωl ). Each vertex is considered neighbor
of another vertex just once, and this connection is done using
the minimum value geodesic distance, so given the adjacency
matrix, we can evaluate for each vertex of ST (α) how vertices
are connected. So we can define, as neighbors of level l all
of those neighbors with geodesic distance equals to l which
are nor included on a lower-level.
So, for a vertex st (α)i
Pl−1
with neighbors at level l, m=1 Nl ∩ Nm = ∅. The facial
landmarks do not need to be estimated as they have a direct
linear mapping, so they neither need to be smoothed.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We now present our experimental evaluation for different
types of datasets on both synthetic and real videos (see videos
in the supplemental material). For every dataset, we indicate by
(V/F) the number of vertices and triangular faces, respectively.
We consider the face synthetic sequences denoted as Seq3 [26]
(28,887/57,552), and Ogre [27] (19,985/39,856); the mocap
video denoted as Mocap [21] (2,494/4,339); and finally the real
face videos denoted as Face [26] (28,332/56,516), Face1 [28]
(196,446/391,642) and Face2 [28] (196,446/391,614). In addition, we also consider the blending shapes (5,792/10,221) provided by [28]. For quantitative evaluation, we provide the stanPN
(α)i −SS (α)i kF
dard 3D error defined by ē3D = N1 i=1 kSST SkS
i
S (α) kF
where k.kF denotes the Frobenius norm. SST S (α)i is the

TABLE I: Quantitative evaluation of synthetic and real
datasets. Percentage of 3D error over seven types of expressions on four datasets. Two types of analysis: average error
per expression and per dataset.
retransferred 3D expression over vertex i and SS (α)i is the
initial expression value over the same vertex. ē3D is computed
over 3D shapes that have been previously aligned using
Procrustes analysis.
We first evaluate our approach on synthetic face transfer,
where the source 3D expressions come from a synthetic dataset
[28] (such as surprise, kiss, pain, angry, sing, smile and
sad). We then transfer these facial expressions to different
3D models at rest, including the datasets Seq3, Mocap, Ogre,
and Face. Figure 2 shows how our algorithm achieves the
most challenging of them. It should be noted as our approach
even can transfer the facial expression when a large change in
topology appears, such as the single-eyed face of a cyclops.
Considering we have no access to a ground truth to measure
directly the standard 3D error, we have no other choice but to
transfer our expression twice. First, from source to target rest,
and second from transferred expression to source rest. Is then
when the standard 3D error can be properly computed using
the initial expression of the source model as ground truth. The
major inconvenience using this procedure is that expression
transferring is estimated twice, so the error could be bigger. We
provide different results per dataset over different expressions
to validate our method (see Table I). Our mean 3D error
over the different datasets and challenging expression is 3.8%,
however, we want to highlight again that all the quantitative
results are produced by a double transferring process so errors
may be increased.
In Fig. 4, we graphically interpret the previous analysis. In
this case, using the Face sequence as our target, and several
3D expressions as our source information, we apply the double
transferring to detect which areas produce more inaccuracies.
We represent the corresponding error per vertex for seven
primitives in the set of 3D expressions. In general terms, the
errors are a product of detail inconsistency on high detailed
areas, for instance, a winkle was transferred on the result but
it is not on the original 3D.
We also apply our algorithm for on-line facial expression
transferring. To do this, we consider the very dense real videos
Face1 and Face2. In the first experiment, we compute a rest
shape from the Face1 video and consider this model as our
3D target face. Then, we consider the Face2 video as our
source information and transfer every frame to the 3D target. A
qualitative evaluation of this experiment is displayed in Fig. 3left. As it can be seen, our approach accurately transfer all
frames in the video, even recovering high-frequency details.

Fig. 2: Qualitative evaluation of face expression transfer for four different datasets. In all cases, we display a neutral
shape, together with seven expressions denoted surprise, kiss, pain, angry, sing, smile, and sad, respectively. First row: A
projected view of the 3D source model. From second to fifth row: Our 3D estimation in a frontal view of the datasets: Seq3,
Mocap, Ogre, and Face, respectively. Observe that our expression transfer algorithm produces very accurate solutions for all
cases, even when it is applied for complex shapes like the Ogre dataset. It is worth noting that our approach obtains also nice
results for noisy shapes, such as the Face sequence.

Fig. 3: Qualitative evaluation of on-line facial expression transfer. The same information is displayed in both cases. Top
and Middle: Source image frames and the corresponding 3D estimation. Bottom: The left-most picture displays our target
face model. We also represent our 3D estimation after the facial expression transfer, considering the source facial gesture in
the top row. In all cases, our approach produces high detailed solutions in 3D where original wrinkles and folds are preserved
and new expression wrinkles are transferred.
When the datasets Face1 and Face2 are exchanged, i.e., Face1
becomes our source information and Face2 our target, our

conclusion is quite similar compared to the previous case,
showing the generality of our approach. These results can
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Fig. 4: Source-target-source transfer. Once an arbitrary facial
expression is transferred from the source to the target, we
transfer back from target to source. We display the distribution
of the 3D errors for seven facial primitives, considering the
Face [26] sequence to define the target model. Bluish areas
mean the double transfer is more accurate.
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TABLE II: Time computation budget. For every dataset,
we provide the total computation time (Total) in seconds to
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the corresponding partial one for the stages of mapping
parametrization (Param), transferring (Trans), and smoothing
(Smooth), as a percentage of the total time.
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Xenon(R) CPU ES-1620 V3 at 3.506 GHz, showing the
scalability of our approach.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have addressed the problem of automatically 2D-to3D facial expression transfer. To this end, we presented an
unsupervised approach that incorporates a sub-region mapping
model parametrized with barycentric coordinates. This results
in a robust, efficient, and dense technique which can handle
topology changes, different mesh resolution, and noisy data.
Furthermore, it does not need any training data at all and it has
any unreachable expression. We have extensively validated our
approach on challenging facial expressions of both synthetic
and real videos. We show that it has a superior performance
yielding on realistic expressions preserving fine-detail from
input face. Also transferring expression wrinkles and folds if
the mesh has enough resolution. Our future work is oriented
to integrate our approach in data augmentation algorithms to
generate 3D dynamic models from the perspective of DL.
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